Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Procedural content generation (PCG) occupies an essential role in the development of modern video games and tabletop games \[[@CR21]\]. Computation techniques such as optimisation algorithms and machine learning have been used, for example, to generate new maps conveying features such as a balanced distribution of resources and conditions among players \[[@CR10]\]. However, there has been limited work assessing different metaheuristics for generating maps in games in the various media. One of the reasons is the complexity and nonlinearity of constraints involved in such games \[[@CR15]\]. Moreover, there is a need for quick and online map generation, which prevents the use of computationally expensive approaches \[[@CR20]\].

Terra Mystica (TM) has been one of the most popular and complex tabletop Euro game in the market for years. In TM, players from different factions should evolve an economy building engine which is profoundly affected by the initial distribution of resources in the map, notably the proximity of favourable types of terrain. One of the core elements in TM is, therefore, terraforming, which is an action that converts a different type into another. Players use spades (from 1 to 3 based on the terrain types) to terraform regions. The greater number of required spades corresponds to the greater complexity of the action. The difficulties in achieving map balance for different factions and a long and complicated list of requirements for the map contribute to the limited number (only three) of available maps.

The complexity of the search space of the described problem suggests the use of artificial intelligence techniques. The aim of the paper is to assess population-based metaheuristics applied to the task of generating maps for TM, which also convey balanced features. The compared algorithms are particle swarm optimisation (PSO) and steepest ascent hill climbing with random restart (SAHC). Applications of PSO and SAHC to PCG in such a scale have not been reported to the best of authors' knowledge.

The remaining part of the paper is organised according to the following structure: Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} presents a survey of the state-of-the-art of map generation using evolutionary techniques and approaches to ensure map balance. In Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we describe a mathematical model for the requirements which the generated maps must meet as well as implementation details of selected algorithms. Subsequently, Sect. [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} provides an overview of the obtained results and the performance analysis of PSO and SAHC. To conclude, the contributions of the paper are evaluated, and suggestions for future research are outlined in Sect. [6](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Map Generation Approaches {#Sec3}
-------------------------

Map generation is an essential part of PCG that has attracted attention, especially in recent years, with search-based algorithms emerging as the dominant approach \[[@CR10]\]. Togelius et al. \[[@CR21]\] categorise the algorithms for map generation in two main approaches: *constructive methods*, which incrementally build complete solutions from a partial solution; and *generate-and-test methods*, which iteratively examine candidate solutions  \[[@CR20]\].

One of the first examples of a generate-and-test algorithm applied for map generation was reported in \[[@CR18]\] for the *Almansur Battlegrounds*, a turn-based game. A similar method was also employed to *Dune 2*, which is a real-time strategy game in which the terrain affects the performance of the player \[[@CR14]\]. Both studies succeeded in producing playable maps, although the authors recognise that map balance issues were not completely resolved. Studies applying genetic algorithms and genetic programming for *Siphon* \[[@CR17]\] and *Planet Wars* \[[@CR12]\] achieved slightly better results. However, these studies operated in a relatively small search space, which is not the case for more realistic maps. More recent examples of PCG approaches in map generation include applications of reinforcement learning for *Zelda* and *Sokoban* games \[[@CR9]\] and quality-diversity algorithms for *Mario* \[[@CR8]\]. Interestingly, there has not been much work demonstrating the use of computation techniques for generating maps in tabletop games. The example of generate-and-test approach with Tabu search have shown the relevance of such methods for balanced map creation in Terra Mystica board game \[[@CR2]\].

Achieving Map Balance {#Sec4}
---------------------

One prerequisite for a balanced map is that it must provide equal chances of winning to players of equal skills and that no starting position can guarantee the victory \[[@CR22]\]. According to \[[@CR21]\], map balance is often achieved by evaluation functions consisting of features and corresponding weights inferred by the game designer. Another method involves the use of artificial agents to playtest several maps, which is a time-consuming process. Examples of evaluation function-based methods for map balance include studies on *StarCraft* \[[@CR19]\], *Civilization* \[[@CR5]\] and *Ms PacMan* \[[@CR16]\] games. A similar methodology was proposed by Ashlock et.al using dynamic programming to design more suitable fitness functions \[[@CR4]\].

Methodology {#Sec5}
===========

This section presents the employed evaluation functions and search space of maps in TM. Moreover, it shows the implementation details of the PSO and SAHC metaheuristics for this particular domain.

Mathematical Formalisation for TM Map {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------

Maps in TM must conform several requirements regarding the distribution of types of terrains. For this study, the following requirements have been implemented: no land (or non-river) hexagon has a neighbour of the same terrain type (REQ1); each river hexagon has between one and three river neighbours to prevent the occurrences of lakes (REQ2); the number of disconnected river components should be one (REQ3); each land hexagon has at least one neighbour which can be terraformed using only one spade (REQ4). While REQ2 and REQ3 promote the generation of maps that resemble the original map shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the remaining requirements (REQ1 and REQ4) promote map balance among the factions.Fig. 1.Original map of Terra Mystica.
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Particle Swarm Optimisation {#Sec7}
---------------------------

Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) is a paradigm for optimising non-linear functions, inspired by the evident collective intelligence in several natural systems such as bird flock, bee swarm, among others \[[@CR1]\]. For example, several studies confirm that different kinds of animals often avoid predators more effectively when in a group than individually \[[@CR11]\]. PSO starts initialising the population of particles with random position and velocities. Each particle tracks its best position (pbest) according to the evaluation function. In addition, the best position across all particles (gbest) is tracked. The positions of the particles are updated at each step, as well as their velocities based on random variables and predefined parameters \[[@CR7]\].
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However, that representation would not allow repeated entries in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As for the PSO, we utilise a standard implementation where each particle's position is represented by a vector of real numbers. The numbers are truncated to integer numbers when converting to a valid solution.

Steepest Ascent Hill Climbing with Random Restart {#Sec8}
-------------------------------------------------

Steepest ascent hill climbing with random restart (SAHC) is a greedy search-based metaheuristic that, unlike traditional hill climbing (HC), is capable of escaping from areas of local optimum and provides a better chance of locating the best global solution  \[[@CR13]\]. SAHC has several applications in both industry and academia, such as 3D printing and packing  \[[@CR3]\] and protein structure prediction  \[[@CR6]\]. The key distinction between HC and SAHC is how both of them handle situations when candidate solutions fail to produce better fitness value. Such case is the stopping condition for HC, and thus the final solution is equivalent to the first encountered local optimum. On the contrary, the stopping condition for SAHC is the run time, and upon encountering the local optimum, the algorithm randomises the current solution and starts again in hopes of locating a better local or even global solution.

Taking into account the design of TM map, the SAHC was implemented as follows. At the very beginning, the initial map is obtained by randomly assigning terrains to each hexagon. Subsequently, at each iteration, the algorithm generates candidate solutions by choosing a random hexagon and swapping its terrain with a terrain of one of the neighbours. The above procedure is done for each of the neighbours of the chosen hexagon. Thus the range of candidate solutions to evaluate is \[2; 6\]. Furthermore, the important input parameter to specify is the maximum possible run time of SAHC. The initial test has pointed out that the average time of convergence is 270 s. In the subsequent tests, the fitness value is captured every second.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Results of Particle Swarm Optimisation {#Sec10}
--------------------------------------

First, a hyperparameter optimisation was performed considering three of the main PSO parameters: *inertia weight*, which is the key feature in balancing exploration and exploitation, determining the contribution of particle's previous velocity to its current one; *cognitive* and *social scaling*, which are also weights used in computing particle's velocity at current step. The values that were assigned to each of these parameters are 0.01, 0.33, 0.66, 0.99. For each hyperparameter, PSO was executed 30 times using a timeout limit of five minutes as the stopping criterion. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} presents the mean score and the mean time to find the solution with the best score of each hyperparameter.Fig. 3.Mean score and time for PSO hyperparameters. HP1: cognitive = 0.01, social = 0.01, inertia = 0.01. HP63: cognitive = 0.99, social = 0.99, inertia = 0.66.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} presents the comparative performance of the hyperparameters, which were evaluated with respect to the mean score of the proposed minimization function and the mean time to converge to a solution. It should be clarified that since we use timeout as stopping criterion, the horizontal axis in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} refers to the elapsed time until the algorithm stopped improving the score. Two hyperparameters can be easily distinguished in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}: HP1, which results in the worst mean score, and HP63, which has the best mean score. The mean scores for each hyperparameter are detailed in the appendix. Although other hyperparameters result in comparable mean scores, they require higher mean time to find the best solution (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Another noteworthy and probably more relevant observation concerns the scores of the best map obtained by each hyperparameter in PSO, shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. In addition to the best mean score, hyperparameter HP3 also found the map (see Appendix) with the best overall score 3.0. The observation of the hyperparameters sorted in ascending order of score (from the best to the worst) provides the insight that some parameter values seem to favour better results like, for example, all eight highest results have *inertia weight* value set to 0.66.

Results of Steepest Ascent Hill Climbing with Random Restart {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------------------------

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how the mean score of the maps found by the SAHC consistently improves through the run time, stabilising after 270 s. The mean score from the SAHC after 30 executions was 24.9 with a standard deviation of 2.05. The best overall score was 21 (see Appendix).Fig. 4.Best fitness for each PSO parameter set. Fig. 5.Mean score and time for SAHC.

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

Some PSO hyperparameters present a mean score which is comparable to the best hyperparameter (HP63), as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Those hyperparameters, however, present a considerably higher mean time for finding the best solution. However, the same does not occur for different media like in video-games which require the on-demand generation of content. The findings are shown in Sect. [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} suggest that local search methods like SAHC are more suitable to generate good-enough configurations in a reasonable time. For example, while PSO using HP63 reached mean score 10 in mean time of approximately 100 s (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), SAHC can reach the score of 22 in half of the time (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) with a trade-off of resulting in worst scores over a long period of time.

Runtime is usually a critical performance indicator considering in hyperparameter optimisation and algorithm selection. However, in procedural content generation for tabletop games, this indicator becomes less important as the execution of the algorithms occurs in early design stages, prior to the manufacturing. In an offline tabletop game manufacturing pipeline, the relevance of algorithm runtime can be often ignored. The comparison of the results of the PSO and SAHC metaheuristics demonstrates that PSO is consistently more efficient in finding maps with the best scores. In other words, PSO can find maps that violate the smallest number of requirements (Eqs. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}--[5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}). Interestingly, some requirements are often more disregarded than others, as shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1.Number of times each requirement is violated.MapScore ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, the number of violated requirements of the best map obtained by SAHC suggest that this metaheuristic is not the most suitable algorithm to be used in early stages of offline manufacturing. Interestingly, the existing maps and the best map obtained by PSO present no violations of requirements REQ1 and REQ3. The reasons for such seem to have root on the nature of the perturb operator of the tested metaheuristics, which randomly select a hexagon and swap by one of its neighbours. More complex operators designed to address REQ4 requirement can contribute to the generation of more balanced maps.

PCG using metaheuristics can answer the demand from the gaming community for new maps in TM that satisfy complex requirements that, if attended, contribute to more balanced and enjoyable games. A user could play with generated maps in online platforms like 'TM AI'[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}. Moreover, the algorithms offer new material that can be commercialised in future expansions. Only one expansion containing two maps has been released to the date.

Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

This paper demonstrates how PSO and SAHC metaheuristics can be used for generating new maps for the popular game Terra Mystica. Such maps address the need from a large gaming community eager for new maps. Moreover, the generated maps comply with requirements for map balance, supporting equal initial conditions for players. These features provide the opportunity for commercialising expansions with new material and maps.

One interesting research direction to be addressed is to expand the set of requirements contributing to balance with the use of integer programming. It is also essential to interact with the gaming community as well as the creators of Terra Mystica in order to receive play-testing feedback. Moreover, it is necessary to consider more sophisticated and refined evolutionary algorithms for this combinatorial optimisation problem that are able to produce balanced maps according to the expanded set of rules.

Appendix {#Sec14}
========
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